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• AHF set up as a result of a 1971 
Civic Trust study and 1975 European 
Year of Architectural Heritage 

• Advice, grants and loans, plus 
lobbying and capacity building 

• Promote the role of historic buildings 
in regeneration 

• Ongoing support to >500 projects a 
year 

• Network of support officers 
throughout England and Scotland, 
and Wales and Northern Ireland  

WHO WE ARE  



AHF’s Strategy 2020-23  
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Ipswich Building Preservation Trust  

Curzon Lodge, St Nicholas Street, 2007 
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Arkwright Society 

Cromford Mill, 1976-present 



 

“It’s not just the economy, stupid.” 

  

76% of respondents to a YouGov poll of over 20,000 people said 

that history and heritage were important contributors to their sense 

of identity – one of the most significant factors.  
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What matters for economic growth?  

“Cross-country growth regressions suggest nations with high-quality 

institutions out-grow those without.”  

 

“If institutions hold the key, what exactly do we mean by them and how 

exactly do they come about?” 

 

“…institutions are social infrastructure. They include formal or legal 

institutions, like Parliaments, judiciaries, central banks, social safety nets 

and schools. But they also include less formal associations and groups, 

such as universities, trade unions, guilds and charities.” 

 

Andy Haldane, Chief Economist, Bank of England   
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‘There are some people who won’t move and you need to make their lives 

honourable, manageable and pleasant where they are. That means in a sense 

preserving the environment, even if it happens to be a small town. Think about the 

small town as part of the environment. Preserving this environment is something 

we should just take as something we need to do, and we should find a way to do 

it.’ – Esther Duflo, Nobel Prize winning economist  



Growth of the social enterprise sector 

• More social enterprises are growing compared to the rest of UK 

business – 47% of social enterprises grew their turnover in the last 12 

months, compared to 34% of UK business 

• Social enterprises are more innovative compared with other firms – 

50% introduced a new product or service compared with just 33% of 

small and medium sized businesses 

• The wider inclusive economy contributes more in tax than private 

companies without a social purpose – Britain’s top 5 co-operatives pay 

more tax than Amazon, Facebook, Apple, eBay and Starbucks 

combined 
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Power to Change/EG Research  in England  

• Shops owned by overseas investors are more than twice as likely to 

be vacant as shops owned by the public sector 

 

• Real estate companies own one in four of all empty shops, and 

overseas investors own one in five; whereas the public sector and 

social sector own around one in ten each 

 

• Just 8% of units owned by the social sector are vacant, and 4.5% of 

those owned by the public sector 
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The AHF Client 
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1980s/1990s 

• Revolving fund Building Preservation Trusts (BPT), some set up and 
resourced by local authorities. 

• Market purchase of historic building at risk. 

• Repair costs mainly financed by a short-term AHF loan. 

• Additional grants from statutory agencies and local authorities. 

• Building sold to private buyer on project completion for moderate 
profit. 

• Requires skills in delivery of a capital repair project. 

 

2019 

• Single project BPT or other community organisation, or partnership 
between BPT and social enterprise. 

• Historic buildings increasingly acquired through asset transfer. 

• Repair costs mainly financed by HLF grant with supplementary AHF 
loan to make up shortfall. 

• Additional funds increasingly raised through social investment – e.g. 
crowd-funding, community shares. 

• Building retained on project completion and run as a community 
business. 

• Requires skills in delivery of a capital repair project AND running a 
business. 

• AHF loan term longer and increasingly reliant on trading to repay 
capital debt rather than sale. 

 

 

 

 

Hearth Historic Buildings Trust, Belfast 

Ivy House Community Pub, 

Nunhead 



Transforming Places through Heritage  

• To support charities, community and social enterprises to regenerate 

historic buildings on high streets and in town centres  

• Uses that help reimagine and repurpose town centres and high streets: 

workspaces, art uses, community led housing  

• Expert team and advisors working alongside local authorities in Future 

High Street Fund areas  

• Retention of important community assets: libraries, theatres  

• Expert team to support projects  
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The UK’s first partnership loan fund for 
heritage projects  
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Introduction to Heritage Impact Fund 

• £7m Impact Fund 

• Main funding partners NLHF, HE, HES, Cadw  

• Rathbone Greenbank Investments – loan facility to the AHF  

• UK wide coverage 

• Social Investment Loan 

• Capacity Building Support  
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Age Concern, The Haven 

Southend  
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Station South 
Levenshulme 
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Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust 
Norfolk 
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Stretford Public Hall  

Friends of Stretford Public Hall  
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Wentworth Woodhouse 
Yorkshire 
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Wigan Pier  

Arts at the Mill CIC  



What we are seeing: needs  

• Financial sustainability: (from the AHF Project Impact Survey 2019) 

46% of organisations that responded to the survey have between 0-3 

months of reserves, with 23% having less than a month’s worth of 

reserves. 36% have more than 6 months.  

• AHF’s new Re-Plan service will help address financial and business 

planning needs – but more could be done. 

• Transition points critical: particularly from capital to operational phases   

• Early-stage project funding helps build viable and sustainable projects 

– but early-stage funding can be difficult to find   

• More capital (Heritage Impact Fund)  

• Flexible and supportive finance for organisations, not just for ‘projects’  
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What we are seeing: opportunities  

• Partnerships of local heritage organisations and social/community 

enterprises – need to broker more.  

• Partnerships of different funders beyond the heritage sector.  

• Developing the evidence base not only around economic impact but 

social, community and well-being impacts – and giving them equal 

weight.   

• Cross cutting agendas that the reuse of historic buildings can contribute 

to: high street regeneration, ageing societies, (good quality) affordable 

housing. 
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Thank you 

High Street West, Sunderland 


